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Why Lean Change Management?



Organizational Design Over the Years

Pyramid

1860 1940 1970 2000 2010s

Matrix Hub & Spoke Inverted
Pyramid

Limited Structure
with Flexible Network

Limited
Structure

Flexible
Decision-making 

Network

The first managerial structures 
appeared in the shipping 

industry to coordinate 
shipments over rail and 

communicate over telegraph 

A single pyramid 
was unmanageable

As customer demands 
grew and diversified, 

specialization was 
needed

Lack of worker 
engagement and 

motivation was recognized, 
innovation was needed

The ability to handle the 
rapid change being 
introduced by the 

digitalization of society.

Partially based on the book – Corporate Rebels



Born in the Digital Age to Handle Complexity

The average age of the S&P 500 Index 
has fallen from 60 years in the 50s to less 

than 20 years currently 

Between 2010 and 2019, US public companies 
reported more than $550 billion in restructuring 

changes, which are typically belated or inept 
attempts to play catch up

Only 11% of the Fortune 500 
companies that comprised the list in 

1955 are still there



Born in the Digital Age to Handle Complexity

The average age of the S&P 500 Index 
has fallen from 60 years in the 50s to less 

than 20 years currently 

Between 2010 and 2019, US public companies 
reported more than $550 billion in restructuring 

changes, which are typically belated or inept 
attempts to play catch up

Only 11% of the Fortune 500 
companies that comprised the list in 

1955 are still there

The birth and death of organizations is 
natural. A change method cannot save 
an organization, but it can help them 

learn how to evolve.
“



Many Traditional Change Approaches



Understanding Complexity

Simple

Simple

Complicated

ChaosComplexOrdered

Structure
(Ability to Understand)

Behavior
(Ability to Predict)



Responding to Complexity

ChaosComplexOrdered

Goal: Try to remain
predictable and stable

Goal: Automate as
much as possible

Goal: Try to remain
flexible and responsive

Goal: Try to remain
focused

Goal: Discover as
much as possible

Goal: Reduce as 
much risk as possible

Behavior
(Ability to Predict)

Simple

Complicated

Structure
(Ability to Understand)

Response
Plan for surprises

Run small experiments

Response
Plan for feedback

Execute short loops

Response
Plan for repeatability

Execute the plan

We have less
control of

the situation

We have more
control of

the situation



Humans Love Predictability

Volatility

Plan

Execute
Close

linear and sequential change
mentally stuck following a model
waiting for change

Uncertainty

AmbiguityComplexity

VUCA

Predictive
Method-based

Reactionary

Easily creates a false sense 
of certainty

– William Pollard, American physicist



Humans Love Predictability

Volatility

Plan

Execute
Close

linear and sequential change
mentally stuck following a model
waiting for change

Uncertainty

AmbiguityComplexity

VUCA

Predictive
Method-based

Reactionary

Easily creates a false sense 
of certainty

Learning and innovation go hand in 
hand. The arrogance of success is to 

think that what you did yesterday will 
be sufficient for tomorrow.

“
– William Pollard, American physicist



The Easy Route

Sticking to the hierarchy
makes change easier for leadership

Co-creation can be more
difficult to establish

…Results can be messy
(lack of motivation and engagement)

…Results in raised awareness, desire, 
accountability, ownership and 

overall change effectiveness
(increases motivation, engagement, and the desire 

to embrace continuous change)

Decider

Enforcer

Measurer

Co-created 
change

Leadership 
direction 

and support

Failure Change Fatigue

Granted 
autonomy &  
possessing 

agency

Intrinsically motivated 
& engaged

…Is often not the best route

Disengaged



The Many Players of Change

What would happen if we combined 
the good ideas from all these 

communities?
The Mojito Method

- Jurgen Appelo

Process drivenChange Management

Performance drivenHuman Resources

Behavior drivenAgile

Interaction drivenOrganizational Design



The Many Players of Change

What would happen if we combined 
the good ideas from all these 

communities?
The Mojito Method

- Jurgen Appelo

Process drivenChange Management

Performance drivenHuman Resources

Behavior drivenAgile

Interaction drivenOrganizational Design

…And add a dash of
• Lean Start Up
• Brian Science
• Complexity Thinking
• Social Change Theory



5 Universals of Change



5 Universals of Change



Cause and purpose
Over 

Urgency



Meaningful dialogue
Over 

Broadcasting via Comms Plans



Response to change
Over 

Resistance to change



Co-creation
Over 

Getting buy-in



Running experiments
Over 

Executing change activities



5 Universals of Change



5 Universals of Change

Co-creation
Getting Buy-in

“we have a problem to solve, 
can we talk to you about it?”

“we are making this change, here’s 
why, here’s what you need to do”

Successful change happens when you, the change agent, finds the right balance.



5 Universals of Change

Keep your approach to 
change as simple as 
possible

Start with a strong 
foundation of beliefs,

Add missing themes, 
tools, and practices,

Takeaway anything 
that isn’t valuable to 
those affected



What’s Different About LCM?



Lean Change Cycle

Feedback-driven approach to change

Adaptable to your context

Non-linear or non-prescriptive



Lean Change Cycle

Q u e s t i o n s  t o  T h i n k  A b o u t

I n p u t s

What organizational norms exist?

What do you need to know before experimenting?

What approach for change would work best?

What is the organization’s natural pace of change?

Water cooler

Surveys

Meetings

Observations 

Interviews



Lean Change Cycle

C o s t  t o  V a l u e  R a t i o

I n p u t s

What could we do?

What tradeoffs will we make?

What are we not going to change?

Cost

Value



Lean Change Cycle

Q u e s t i o n s  t o  T h i n k  A b o u t

A t t r i b u t e s

What will we do?

What do we think will happen?

How long until we see results?

How much planning do we need?

Review: what happened?

Hypothesis

Measurements

Visualize



Lean Change Management

An action-biased collection of modern 
change management ideas, practices, and 
tools inspired by Agile, Lean, and Lean 
Startup thinking that have been designed to 
help your organization keep pace with 
today’s torrid pace of change.




